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international capital market by issuing the first emission of Eurobonds in
February 2019. The solid fiscal stance, including low government debt and
narrow budget deficit, robust economic growth, profitable and wellcapitalized banking system remain the credit strength of the country.
At the same time, the ratings remain restrained by elevated and volatile
inflation, low level of economic and institutional development, high share
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widespread policy based lending on preferential rates, and high

capital markets. In addition, high levels of credit segmentation with a

* These ratings are unsolicited

concentration of the banking system, led by state-owned banks, are the
key credit risks for the country.
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Economic growth remains high, supporting the rating assessment.
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The first estimates show accelerated real GDP growth in 2018 at 5,1% y-
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o-y as compared to 4,5% in 20171 (see graph 1). Such a robust dynamic
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segmentation, the key contributors to the economic growth are industrial
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We expect the real GDP growth to be close to 5% in the mid-term
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*Overall fiscal balance. **2017 data.
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GDP per capita in PPP terms remains one of the lowest in the region at USD
7 338 in 2018, while unemployment rate is as high as 6,9%. Both metrics
have been gradually improving over the last years. Taking into account the

The latter metric was revised down by IMF.
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demographic outlook, only sustainable and inclusive growth together
with successful implementation of reforms can lead to a substantial
improvement of both metrics in the long-term perspective.
Debt load remains moderate, while the structure slightly improved
following the new bonds issuance. According to the latest estimates, the

Graph 1: Macroeconomic indicators, %

level of public debt reached 24,6% of GDP and around 80% of fiscal
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revenues by end-2018 (see graph 2). The metric reflects low credit risk
for Uzbekistan despite the recorded debt accumulation over the last three
years. Taking into account the government’s intention to increase the
depth of the local debt market and strengthen its position on international
capital markets, we can expect the public debt to GDP ratio to reach 25%
by the end of 2019.
The currency structure remains the key risk factor in regard to the

Inflation end of year, y-o-y growth
Real GDP, y-o-y growth

government’s debt position as almost 100% of public debt is FX-

Unemployment

denominated and external. These risks are mitigated by the substantial
accumulated international reserves equivalent to USD 27,1 bn, which

Source: RAEX-Europe calculations based on data from the IMF and WB

cover total government debt and short-term debt by more than 3x and 63x
respectively. Moreover, around 30% of government debt still can be
considered as concessional (bilateral loans and credits from international
financial institutions), which also partly mitigates repayment risks.
In December 2018 for the first time after the liberalization of the exchange
Graph 2: Public debt and fiscal balance dynamics, %
of GDP
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market with a nominal value of UZS 600 bn. Together with the issuances
in February and March 2019 total volume of UZS-denominated bonds so
far represents around 1% of the general government debt. However, we
expect the government to continue issuing bonds on the local market
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along 2019, which is considered as a positive factor, reducing the currency
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risks of the debt structure and improving the local financial market.
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In addition, in February 2019 for the first time ever, Uzbekistan issued
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USD 1 bn government bonds in the London Stock Exchange with two
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rate, the UZS-denominated government bonds were issued on the local

tranches with maturities in 2024 and 2029. The deal was priced with a
Budget balance

Consolidated fiscal balance

Overall fiscal balance

Public debt (rhs)

Source: RAEX-Europe calculations based on data from the IMF and WB

yield of 4,8% and 5,4% on 5-year and 10-year notes respectively. By the
end of February 2019 the latter papers were traded with a yield-spread
around 2,8p.p. to 10-year US bonds, which is quite narrow for a developing
country entering the market. Moreover, this issue created a positive
benchmark for Uzbek companies planning to issue FX-denominated debt
in international markets in 2019-2020.
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Fiscal position is sound but still distorted by off-budget operations.
We estimate consolidated fiscal balance2 to be around 2,7% of GDP by the
end of last year, close to the 2017 reading of 2,1%; while the overall fiscal
deficit, which includes policy-based lending operations3 was projected to
reach 2,5% according to IMF estimates (see graph 2). Even the most

Graph 3: Financial soundness indicators, %

conservative assessment of around 3% deficit is not a risk for the fiscal
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At the same time, the above mentioned off-budget spending negatively
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influenced our assessment of the quality of fiscal policy. The gradual
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position of the government in our view, and we do not expect significant
deterioration of the fiscal stance by end-2019.

reduction of such operations and the unification of all government-led
transactions within a single account can trigger an upgrade of the factor
assessment. In addition, we already considered the ongoing tax reform

ROA

and the introduction of the three-year fiscal plan (instead of one-year), as

NPLs to total loans
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a positive factor for the rating.

Liquid assets (broad) to total assets (rhs)
Source: RAEX-Europe calculations based on data from the CBU

We also kept unchanged our assessment of the government contingent
liabilities and privatization plans. Since the economy and the banking
system in particular, are dominated by SOEs, it creates significant implicit
contingent liabilities for the government, which has to provide resources

Graph 4: Base rate vs inflation rate, %

in case of financial distress. This was already observed in 2017, when the
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banks received liquidity and capital support prior to the UZS devaluation.
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Since the government clarified that the improvement of corporate
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governance, transparency and financial position of major SOEs is a key
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short-term priority, we do not expect a significant reduction of the state
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share in the economy in the mid-term perspective. The authorities
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recently announced a restructuring program of several big energy
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companies, and even potential privatization of some state-owned banks.
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In our view, these plans will potentially materialize beyond 2019, while
short-term privatization actions will be limited by non-agricultural land
plots.
Banking system metrics remain solid, but hidden risks persist. Total
banks’ assets and gross loans grew by 28,7% and 51,3% y-o-y in nominal
terms in 2018. These dynamics were mostly driven by loans to legal
entities in the industrial sector, transport and communication industries
for the purposes of investments and working capital. Mortgage and
consumer loans increased by 48% and 265% y-o-y in nominal terms;
however, they represent only 13% of total gross loans, posting a
moderately low risks for the banking system stability; while more than

It includes revenues and expenditures for extra budgetary funds (primarily the Fund for Reconstruction and Development), lending
and borrowing, and externally financed expenditures.
3 Such as investment project financing and lending by the Fund of reconstruction and development (FRD), recapitalization or capital
injections in SOEs and SOBs.
2
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85% of total loans consists of corporate debt, mostly provided by stateGraph 5: International reserves vs exchange rate

owned banks to SOEs at preferential rates (considered as policy-based
lending).
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Profitability and capitalization metrics of the banking system remain
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sound with ROA at 2%, capital-to-assets ratio at 12,4% and Regulatory
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capital to risk-weighted assets ratio at 15,6% by end-2018 (see graph 3).
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The officially disclosed level of NPLs to total loans ratio remains
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moderately low at 1,3% despite the slight increase over 2018. However,
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the concentration risks are still high with the three largest banks
accounting for 55% of total assets, while SOBs still dominate the system
accumulating more than 80% of total assets by end-2018. Taking into
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account, that some of SOEs already faced financial distress after the

Source: RAEX-Europe calculations based on data from the CBU

exchange rate liberalization, and large share of restructured FXdenominated loans we can expect the banks’ balance sheets to deteriorate
in the mid-term perspective. However, this risk is still partly mitigated by

Graph 6: Financial dollarization, % of total

the high probability of support from the government.
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Monetary policy remains tight but not fully efficient. The CPI index
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growth slowed down during 2018 and reached 14,3% y-o-y by the end of
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the year (see graph 4) after posting the highest value of 20,1% in January
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2018. However, due to increased exchange rate volatility in 2H 2018 (see
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graph 5), rapid domestic demand growth, and the unfavorable inflation
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outlook, the Central Bank of Uzbekistan (CBU) increased the refinancing
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rate from 14% to 16% in September 2018 keeping the policy tight.
The efficiency of the transmission mechanism remains limited due to the
Loans in FC
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above mentioned segmentation of the credit market and low

Source: RAEX-Europe calculations based on data from the CBU

independence of the CBU. Financial dollarization levels, which also distort
the policy efficiency, declined gradually during 2018 and reached 56% of
total loans and 38% of total deposits by the end of the year (see graph 6).

Graph 7: External sector indicators, % of GDP
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The latter was supported by a CBU decree to introduce elevated obligatory
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policy to remain tight over 2018 and inflation to be in the range between
15% and 18% by end-2019, which is above the CBU’s forecast range
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between 13,5% and 15,5%. If the external environment remains
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moderately stable, we also expect dollarization to decrease further.
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External position deteriorated. After the trade liberalization, imports in
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reserve norms for FX-deposits of legal entities. We expect the monetary
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2018 increased by 39,6% supported by credit growth mostly due to
investment programs of SOEs. At the same time, exports increased only by
13,6%, leading to estimated trade and current deficits of 12% and 8%
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Current account balance

Source: RAEX-Europe calculations based on data from the IMF

respectively (see graph 7). We expect both metrics to remain negative in
the following years due to planned modernization of the national
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economy. At the same time, these external risks are mitigated by
significant international reserves and moderately low external debt.

Important note for sovereign ratings
This Research Report shall be treated as a supplementary part of the published Press Release included in the following link:
https://raexpert.eu/reports/Press_release_Uzbekistan_08.03.2019.pdf
Both documents shall be treated as essential parts of each other.
For further information on the factors, their weights, methodologies, risks and limitations of these ratings, and other regulatory disclosures, please refer to
the Press Release and the website of the Agency.
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